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Q1.          A recipe for fruit squash is
 
oranges (chopped)                 300 g
lemonade                              1500 ml
orange jiuce                            750 ml
makes enough for 6 people
 


          Trina wants to make enough squash for 10 people.
          How many millilitres of lemonade will she need?
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          Brian is using 2 litres of orange juice and follows the same recipe.
          How many people is this enough for?
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Q2.          A and B are two chain wheels on a bike.
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          For every 2 complete turns that wheel A makes, wheel B makes 5 complete turns.



          If wheel A makes 150 turns, how many turns will wheel B make?
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          If wheel B makes 90 turns, how many turns will wheel A make?
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Q3.          Susan mixes red and blue paint to make purple.
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          2 parts of red paint with 3 parts of blue paint make purple.



          Susan has 50 ml of red and 100 ml of blue.
          What is the maximum amount of purple she can make?
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Q4.          Children were asked to choose between a safari park and a zoo for the school trip.
          They had a vote.
          The result was a ratio of 10:3 in favour of going to a safari park.
          130 children voted in favour of going to a safari park.
          How many children voted in favour of going to the zoo?
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Q5.          This cube has a volume of 64 cubic centimetres.
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          Calculate the height of the cube.
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          These two cubes are not drawn to scale.
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          The ratio of the volumes of the two cubes is 2:3



          Calculate the volume of the larger cube.
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Q6.          In a class the ratio of boys to girls is 7:4
          There are 9 more boys than girls.
          How many children are in the class?
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Q7.          
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          Shortcrust pastry is made using flour, margarine and lard.
          The flour, margarine and lard are mixed in the ratio
          8  :  3  :  2  by weight.



          How many grams of margarine and lard are needed to mix with 200 grams of flour?
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Q8.          
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          In a survey, the ratio of the number of people who preferred milk chocolate
          to those who preferred plain chocolate was 5 : 3
          46 more people preferred milk chocolate, to plain chocolate.
          How many people were in the survey?
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Q9.          Two numbers are in the ratio 3 : 2
          One of the numbers is 0.6
          There are two possible answers for the other number.
          What are the two possible answers?
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Q10.          Look at this information.
 
Tom was born in 1988
Ben was born in 2000

 
Tom and Ben have the same birthday.
The ratio of Tom’s age to Ben’s age on their birthday in 2001 was 13 : 1.
 



What was the ratio of Tom’s age to Ben’s age on their birthday in 2003?
Write the ratio in its simplest form.
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In what year was the ratio of Tom’s age to Ben’s age 3 : 1?
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Q11.This photograph shows three Russian dolls.
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The real-life height of the largest Russian doll is 13.5 cm.



What is the real-life height of the smallest Russian doll?
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